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Sensitivity to the attentional effects of SKF81297, a selective full
agonist at dopamine D1 receptors, was assessed in adult rats
exposed to cocaine prenatally (via intravenous injections) and
controls. The task assessed the ability of the subjects to monitor
an unpredictable light cue of either 300 or 700 msec duration and
to maintain performance when presented with olfactory distractors. SKF81297 decreased nose pokes before cue presentation
and increased latencies and response biases (the tendency to
respond to the same port used on the previous trial), suggesting
an effect of SKF81297 on the dopamine (DA) systems responsible for response initiation and selection. The cocaine-exposed
(COC) and control animals did not differ in sensitivity to the

effects of SKF81297 on these measures. In contrast, the COC
animals were significantly more sensitive than were controls to
the impairing effect of SKF81297 on omission errors, a measure
of sustained attention. This pattern of results provides evidence
that prenatal cocaine exposure produces lasting changes in the
DA system(s) subserving sustained attention but does not alter
the DA system(s) underlying response selection and initiation.
These findings also provide support for the role of D1 receptor
activation in attentional functioning.
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Concern about effects of prenatal cocaine exposure has grown in
recent years. Although early media reports of gross neurological
sequelae have proven primarily unfounded, recent controlled studies have revealed attentional dysfunction in exposed children that
persists into school-age years (Richardson et al., 1996; Mayes et al.,
1998; Dow-Edwards et al., 1999; Leech et al., 1999). Because
maternal cocaine use in these studies generally occurred within the
context of multiple risk factors, including polydrug abuse, it is
important that animal model studies have demonstrated a clear
causal link between prenatal cocaine exposure and attentional
dysfunction (Romano and Harvey, 1996; Morgan et al., 1997;
Wilkins et al., 1998a,b; Mactutus, 1999; Garavan et al., 2000).
Elucidation of the neural bases of these deficits might allow amelioration or reversal of the dysfunction. This goal motivated the
present study.
Altered dopamine (DA) activity, particularly in prefrontal and
anterior cingulate cortices, is one mechanism that may underlie
prenatal cocaine-induced attentional deficits. Moderate DA activity is critical for the optimal functioning of frontal cortical regions
(for review, see Robbins et al., 1994; Arnsten, 1997), thought to
subserve attentional functions impaired by cocaine exposure (for
review, see Arnsten et al., 1994; Arnsten, 1997; Carter et al., 1997;
Coull, 1998; Posner and Rothbart, 1998; Garavan et al., 2000).
Prenatal cocaine exposure has been reported to disrupt CNS DA
function (for review, see Mayes, 1999). However, definitive conclusions about the role of DA alterations in prenatal cocaineinduced attentional dysfunction cannot be drawn for several reasons. First, both the presence and direction of cocaine-induced
alterations have been inconsistent across studies. Second, most

studies administered cocaine via subcutaneous injections, which
often cause necrotic skin lesions in cocaine-exposed dams (Bruckner et al., 1982). Therefore, the extent to which reported changes
are caused by maternal stress rather than, or in addition to, cocaine
exposure is unknown. A final limitation is the absence of direct
links between DA systems and attentional dysfunction.
The present study was designed to test the hypothesis that
altered activity at D1 receptors contributes to lasting attentional
dysfunction in prenatal cocaine-exposed animals. Adult intravenous cocaine-exposed and control rats were administered
SKF81297, a selective full D1 agonist, before being tested on an
attentional task. Attentional effects of SKF81297 in control subjects
were interpreted as supporting a role for D1 receptor mechanisms
in attention. Altered sensitivity to the attentional effects of
SKF81297 in cocaine-exposed subjects was considered indicative of
enduring alterations in DA systems subserving attention.
Parts of this paper have been presented previously at the annual
meeting of the Society for Neuroscience, Los Angeles, CA, November, 1998.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Nulliparous L ong–Evans rats (Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, I N), ⬃11 weeks old, were housed in American Association for
Accreditation of Laboratory Animal C are-accredited animal facilities
maintained at 21 ⫾ 2°C, 50 ⫾ 10% relative humidity, on a 12/12 hr
light /dark cycle. Food (Pro-Lab Rat, Mouse, Hamster Chow 3000) and
water were available ad libitum. Subjects were randomly assigned either to
receive a surgical catheterization procedure (described below) or to serve
as unoperated surrogate controls. After surgery, subjects in the catheterization group were randomly assigned to receive either cocaine or saline
(vehicle control). This research protocol was approved by the animal care
review boards of the University of Kentucky and Cornell University.
Catheterization. Subjects in the catheterization group were surgically
implanted with a sterile intravenous catheter [described in detail in Mactutus et al. (1994)]. Briefly, 1 week before mating, subjects were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg䡠kg ⫺1䡠ml ⫺1) and
xylazine (3.3 mg䡠kg ⫺1䡠ml ⫺1) administered intraperitoneally. A sterile Intercath intravenous catheter (22 gauge; Becton Dickinson, Rutherford, NJ)
with a L uer-lock injection cap (Medex) was cut to a length of ⬃8 cm and
implanted subcutaneously (SC). The distal end of the catheter was inserted
into the jugular vein and threaded centrally. The proximal end of the
catheter, including the injection cap, was left as a small SC pouch on the
dorsal surface of the animal via which chronic intravenous injections were
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made. C atheter patency was maintained by daily flushing with 0.2 ml of
heparinized saline (2.5%).
Mating. After recovery from surgery (4 – 8 d), the females were grouphoused (n ⫽ 3) with a male rat. Daily vaginal lavage of each female was
performed to keep track of estrous cycles and to assist in defining conception. Conception [gestational day 0 GD0)] was confirmed by a spermpositive lavage.
Intravenous drug injection. Intravenous drug administration procedures
were conducted as described in Mactutus et al. (1994). Briefly, all dams
received daily intravenous saline injections (1 ml / kg) from conception
until GD7. Dams in the saline subgroup (n ⫽ 8) continued to receive
intravenous saline injections once per day from GD8 to GD14 and twice
daily from GD15 to GD21. Dams in the cocaine subgroup (n ⫽ 8) received
cocaine hydrochloride (3.0 mg䡠ml ⫺1䡠kg ⫺1, i.v.; Research Triangle Institute) once per day from GD8 to GD14 and twice daily from GD15 to
GD21. The drug was dissolved immediately before injection.
This intravenous injection procedure mimics the rapidly peaking pharmacokinetic profile after inhalation or intravenous injection of cocaine in
humans. The 3.0 mg / kg dose produces peak arterial plasma levels that are
similar to those reported for humans administered 32 mg of cocaine
intravenously (Evans et al., 1996; Booze et al., 1997). Under experimental
conditions, this dose is self-administered by “users” multiple times in a 2.5
hr session (Fischman and Schuster, 1982) and thus represents a low or
recreational dose, highly relevant to the clinical situation being modeled.
This regimen (route, dose, and rate) produces no evidence of overt
maternal or fetal toxicity, no maternal seizure activity, no effect on
maternal weight, and no effect on offspring growth or mortality (Mactutus
et al., 1994; Mactutus, 1999). Furthermore, this intravenous injection
procedure does not reduce the food intake of dams even when a cocaine
dose as high as 6 mg / kg is used (Robinson et al., 1994), precluding the need
for pair-fed controls.
Offspring treatment. All cocaine- and saline-exposed offspring used during this study were generated simultaneously. Within 24 hr of birth, pups
were weighed, culled to four males and four females per litter (when
possible), and fostered to a surrogate dam who had given birth within the
preceding 24 hr. Fostering was conducted for both cocaine- (C OC) and
saline-exposed (SAL) offspring to limit the effects of the maternal drug
treatment to the prenatal period; i.e., potential effects of gestational
cocaine treatment on maternal behavior were removed as a source of
offspring differences.
On postnatal day 21 (PN D21), pups were weaned and ear-punched for
identification. Within 10 d of weaning, one male and one female offspring
from each litter were shipped under environmentally controlled conditions
from Lexington, K Y, to Ithaca, N Y (Cornell University). After arrival,
subjects were housed in same-sex pairs on a reversed dark / light cycle and
allowed to acclimate to the new environment for 2–3 weeks. Training and
behavioral testing began for all animals on PN D48. All personnel handling
and testing the animals were blind to their treatment conditions. Offspring
tested in the current study included 15 C OC (eight male and seven female)
and 15 SAL (seven male and eight female) animals. The animals were
⬃160 d of age at the beginning of the present study.
Behavioral testing: apparatus. Testing was conducted in 10 automated
Plexiglas chambers enclosed in sound-attenuating wooden boxes, each
operated by an I BM personal computer X T. Each chamber consisted of a
square waiting area (26.5 by 25 by 30 cm), adjacent to a testing alcove
containing three f unnel-shaped ports. A light-emitting diode (L ED) was
mounted above each port. A thin metal door, raised at the initiation of
each trial, separated these two compartments. The left and right ports were
8 cm apart, each at an ⬃45° angle relative to the center port. Each port was
connected by tubing to three bottles containing liquid odorants, attached to
a board placed outside of the wooden enclosure. Solenoid valves controlled
the presentation of compressed air, pumped through a specific odorant and
through a specific port. The airflow rate was 1.0 l /min, and the air in the
chamber was cleared via small centrif ugal fans mounted on the outside of
the chambers, at a rate of four complete exchanges per minute. A set of
infrared phototransistors and a light source monitored the entrance to the
alcove and each port. A 1 sec nose poke into one of the three ports
indicated a response. Correct responses were reinforced with a 45 mg food
pellet (Noyes, Lancaster, N H) delivered into the alcove from a pellet
dispenser (Lafayette Instrument Company, Lafayette, I N).
Training procedure. As part of a previous experiment (Morgan et al.,
1997), subjects were first trained to make a 1 sec nose poke into a port to
receive a reward pellet. Subjects were then trained on a series of consecutive attention tasks: (1) a three-choice visual discrimination in which
subjects were rewarded for responding to the port under the illuminated
L ED, (2) a series of vigilance tasks in which the delay before cue onset
varied as did the duration of the light cue, and (3) a variant of the
distraction task described below. Subjects were maintained on a restricted
feeding schedule (⬃18 gm /d for females; 21 gm /d for males) to motivate
the animals to perform the task.
Distraction task . Before initiation of the SK F81297 challenge study,
subjects received an additional 12 d of testing on the distraction task to
achieve a stable baseline performance level for each rat. In this task, the
opening of the alcove door signaled the onset of each trial. After the
subject entered the testing alcove, one of the three L EDs was briefly
illuminated (the discriminative stimulus). A 1 sec nose poke into the port
under the illuminated light was deemed correct and resulted in delivery of
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a 45 mg Noyes pellet. Several parameters were randomly varied across the
trials in each session: (1) the prestimulus delay (2 or 3 sec after alcove
entry), (2) duration of the light cue (300 or 700 msec), and (3) presentation
of an olfactory distractor. On one-third of the trials in each session, one of
nine different odors was delivered randomly through one of the ports (i.e.,
it could emanate from the correct or incorrect ports), either 1 or 2 sec
before visual cue onset. No odors were presented on the remaining
one-third of the daily trials (nondistraction trials). The prestimulus delay,
cue duration, cue location, and distraction condition for each trial were
selected pseudorandomly, balanced for each session. A correct response
(defined above) resulted in delivery of a food pellet and ended the trial,
signaled by the closing of the alcove door. Incorrect responses included the
following: (1) a 1 sec nose poke into any port before the light cue onset
(premature response), (2) a 1 sec nose poke into an incorrect port after cue
presentation (an inaccurate response), and (3) entering the alcove but
failing to respond within 15 sec of trial onset (an omission error). Each of
these incorrect responses also terminated the trial, but with no reinforcement. If the animal failed to enter the alcove within 30 sec after the door
was raised, the alcove door closed, and a nontrial was recorded. An
intertrial interval of 5 sec was imposed between successive trials. A variant
of this task had revealed enduring effects of prenatal cocaine exposure on
selective attention in this cohort of animals previously (Morgan et al.,
1997).
Response t ypes. Means for percentage correct, alcove and response
latencies, and nontrials were calculated for each session. In addition, means
for the following error types were calculated: premature responses, inaccurate responses, and omission errors. Also analyzed were (1) response
bias, the tendency to respond to the same port used on the previous trial,
and (2) prepokes, defined as nose pokes of ⬍1 sec that did not constitute
a choice.
SK F81297 challenge study. Daily sessions consisted of 100 trials or 60
min, whichever came first. Each animal received three test sessions per
week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday). All 30 subjects were tested on
each testing day, using three sequential 1 hr shifts (12:30, 1:30, and 2:30
P.M.), each containing 10 subjects. Prenatal treatment was balanced across
the shift and testing chamber (n ⫽ 10). SK F81297 (0.03, 0.1, and 0.3
mg / kg; Research Biochemicals, Natick, M A) or vehicle control was administered subcutaneously 15 min before testing. SC administration was
used to minimize injection stress. The time course of the effects of
SK F81297 on behavior following this route of administration has been well
established (L ublin et al., 1992, 1993, 1994; Gerlach and Hansen, 1993).
Each subject received each of the four doses five times, with dose order
determined by a Latin square design. Successive injection days were
separated by a minimum of 48 hr to allow drug clearance.
Statistical anal ysis. Data were analyzed using the SAS version 6.11
PROC M I X ED mixed models ANOVA procedure that uses maximum
likelihood estimation to account appropriately for the correlated structure
within repeated measures designs. To normalize the distributions, an
arcsine square-root transformation was applied to the percentage correct,
percentage premature errors, percentage omission errors, and percentage
accuracy data. The percentage correct was analyzed as a f unction of
prenatal treatment, sex, SK F81297 dose, prestimulus delay, cue duration,
distraction condition [no distractor, distractor 1 sec before cue (“⫺1”
distractor), or distractor 2 sec before cue (“⫺2” distractor)], and the
relevant interactions of these variables. Prenatal treatment and sex were
included as between-subjects variables, the SK F81297 dose was included as
a within-subject variable, and delay, duration, and distraction were included as within-subject, within-session variables. Similar analyses were
conducted on the following specific error types: percentage omission
errors, percentage accuracy errors, and percentage premature responses.
Similar analyses were conducted on prepokes. T wo types of prepokes
were distinguished: those prepokes that occurred before the light cue
(early) and those that occurred after the cue (late). The former were
considered indicative of impulsivity, whereas the latter were thought to
reflect decision-making processes.
Effects on motivation level were assessed by analyses of nontrials and the
alcove latency. To normalize the distribution, alcove latencies were natural
log transformed before analysis and then analyzed as a f unction of prenatal treatment, sex, SK F81297 dose, correctness on the previous trial, and
the relevant interactions of these variables. Nontrials were analyzed as a
f unction of prenatal treatment, sex, SK F81297 dose, and the relevant
interactions of these variables.
Similar analyses were conducted on the mean response latency. Separate
analyses were conducted on those response latencies that occurred on
correct trials versus those that occurred on incorrect trials. The former
were considered to reflect the information-processing speed, whereas the
latter provide insight into the types of errors committed.
Response bias was analyzed as a f unction of prenatal treatment, sex,
SK F81297 dose, prestimulus delay, light cue duration, distraction condition, correctness of the previous trial, and the relevant interactions of these
variables.

RESULTS
For all figures of the percentage correct and percentage error-type
data, least squares means (and associated SEs) of transformed data
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Figure 1. Effect of SKF81297 on the overall percentage correct. The
highest dose of SKF81297 decreased the percentage correct (high dose vs
vehicle, p ⫽ 0.0001). To simplify the figure, only the vehicle and 0.3 mg/kg
dose are included, because this highest dose is the only one at which a
significant drug effect was seen. The magnitude of this impairment was
greatest under the 300 msec cue and the “⫺1” distractor condition (SKF by
cue duration by distraction, p ⫽ 0.0249). See Results for details (1.01 and
1.24 on the y-axis correspond to 72 and 89%, respectively).

are presented rather than raw geometric means because they more
accurately reflect the results of the statistical analyses.

Maternal and/or litter effects
Prenatal cocaine treatment did not alter maternal weight gain
during gestation, measured on GD0, GD8, GD15, and GD21
[F(1,16) ⫽ 0.00; p ⱕ 0.98]; gestation length [F(1,15) ⫽ 0.01; p ⱕ 0.93];
pup birth weight [F(1,16) ⫽ 0.44; p ⱕ 0.52]; litter sex ratio [F(1,14) ⫽
0.66; p ⱕ 0.43], or litter size [F(1,16) ⫽ 0.01; p ⱕ 0.92].

Percentage correct
The percentage correct for a given session was calculated as the
percentage of trials in the session on which the correct response
was made within 10 sec of trial onset. The percentage correct was
lowest under conditions of greatest attentional demand: 300 msec
light cue condition [duration, F(1,1285) ⫽ 300.81; p ⫽ 0.0001], trials
with distractors [distraction condition, F(2,1285) ⫽ 24.78; p ⫽
0.0001], and 3 sec prestimulus delay [delay, F(1,1285) ⫽ 14.69; p ⫽
0.0001]. Prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter the overall percentage correct [F(1,27) ⫽ 0.00; p ⫽ 0.9916], nor was there a
prenatal treatment by SKF81297 interaction on this measure
[F(3,81) ⫽ 0.86; p ⫽ 0.4634]. SKF81297 decreased the percentage
correct [F(3,81) ⫽ 24.58; p ⫽ 0.0001], specifically at the highest dose
(vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽ 0.0001); the two lower doses of
SKF81297 did not significantly alter this response type. As seen in
Figure 1, the magnitude of this drug-induced impairment was
greatest on trials in which a distractor was presented 1 sec before
presentation of the shorter cue [SKF by cue duration by distraction,
F(6,1285) ⫽ 2.42; p ⫽ 0.0249].

Inaccurate responses
Inaccurate responses were calculated as the percentage of trials in
the session in which an incorrect port was chosen after the light cue
offset, within 10 sec of trial onset. The rate of inaccurate responses
was highest under conditions of greatest attentional demand: trials
with the 300 msec light cue [duration, F(1,1294) ⫽ 347.24; p ⫽
0.0001] and trials with distractors [distraction condition, F(2,1294) ⫽
13.90; p ⫽ 0.0001]. This measure was not affected by prenatal
cocaine exposure [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.08; p ⫽ 0.7851], SKF81297 dose
[F(3,81) ⫽ 0.65; p ⫽ 0.5821], or the interaction of these variables
[F(3,81) ⫽ 0.46; p ⫽ 0.7129].

Premature responses
Premature responses were calculated as the percentage of trials in
the session on which the subject made a response before light cue

Figure 2. Effect of SKF81297 on premature responses. SKF81297 decreased the overall premature response rate ( p ⫽ 0.0228), specifically at the
highest dose (vehicle vs high dose, *p ⱕ 0.0255). See Results for details (0.14
and 0.17 on the y-axis correspond to 1.9 and 2.9%, respectively).

presentation. To reduce the proportion of zeros in the data set, it
was necessary to average data across cue duration and the timing of
distractor onset (“⫺1” vs “⫺2” distractor conditions).
Prenatal cocaine treatment did not alter the premature response
rate [F(1,27) ⫽ 0.10; p ⫽ 0.7498], nor was there an interaction of
prenatal treatment and SKF81297 dose [F(3,84) ⫽ 1.41; p ⫽ 0.2450].
There was a significant effect of SKF81297 on the premature
response rate [F(3,84) ⫽ 3.35 0.0228], reflecting the fact that the
highest dose of SKF81297 significantly decreased premature responses (vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽ 0.0255), a tendency also seen at
the medium dose (vehicle vs medium dose, p ⫽ 0.0894) (see Fig. 2).
In addition, females made more premature responses than did
males [F(1,27) ⫽ 6.36; p ⫽ 0.0179].

Omission errors
The percentage of omission errors was calculated as the percentage
of trials in the session on which the subject entered the testing
alcove but failed to respond within 15 sec of trial onset. These
errors were considered indicative of lapses of attention. To reduce
the proportion of zeros on this measure in the data set, it was
necessary to average data across the prestimulus delay and timing
of distractor onset (“⫺1” vs “⫺2” distractor conditions). The rate
of omission errors was higher on trials with the 300 msec cue than
on those with the 700 msec cue [duration, F(1,348) ⫽ 49.32; p ⫽
0.0001], consistent with the interpretation that omission errors
reflect lapses in attention.
There was no main effect of prenatal cocaine treatment on the
omission error rate [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.36; p ⫽ 0.5534]. In contrast,
SKF81297 increased omission errors [SKF, F(3,81) ⫽ 57.49; p ⫽
0.0001], specifically at the two highest doses (vehicle vs medium
dose, p ⫽ 0.0456; vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽ 0.0001). In addition,
COC rats were more sensitive than were controls to SKF81297’s
impairing effect on this measure [COC by SKF, F(3,81) ⫽ 2.75; p ⫽
0.0481], exhibiting impairment at a lower dose of SKF81297 than
seen in SAL rats. COC rats were impaired by the 0.1 mg/kg dose
of SKF81297 (vehicle vs 0.1 mg/kg dose for COC rats, p ⫽ 0.0035),
whereas SAL rats were not impaired by this dose (vehicle vs 0.1
mg/kg dose for SAL rats, p ⫽ 0.8889). There was a tendency for the
two groups to differ in the omission error rate at this dose, but the
contrast did not achieve statistical significance ( p ⱕ 0.1116). The
0.3 mg/kg dose of SKF81297 impaired both the COC (vehicle vs
0.3 mg/kg dose for COC rats, p ⫽ 0.0001) and the SAL groups
(vehicle vs 0.3 mg/kg dose for SAL rats, p ⫽ 0.0001), and the two
groups did not differ in the omission error rate at this dose ( p ⱕ
0.4144). The groups did not differ in the vehicle condition ( p ⫽
0.9981; see Fig. 3).
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Prepokes

Figure 3. COC rats showed increased sensitivity to SKF81297’s impairing
effect on omission errors. COC rats were more sensitive than were SAL rats
to SKF81297’s effect on omission errors (COC by SKF, p ⫽ 0.0481),
showing impairment at a lower dose of SKF81297 than seen with SAL rats
(vehicle vs 0.1 mg/kg dose for COC rats, *p ⫽ 0.0035; vehicle vs 0.1 mg/kg
dose for SAL rats, p ⫽ 0.8889). See Results for details (0.13 and 0.27 on the
y-axis correspond to 1.7 and 7.1%, respectively).

Also analyzed were prepokes, nose pokes of ⬍1 sec that did not
constitute a choice. Two categories of prepokes were analyzed:
early prepokes, those occurring before illumination of the light cue,
and late prepokes, those occurring after cue onset. The former
were considered indicative of impulsivity, whereas the latter were
considered to reflect decision-making processes. Data for prepokes
were averaged across cue duration, delay, and the timing of distractor onset (“⫺1” vs “⫺2” distractor conditions) to reduce the
proportion of zero values in the data set.
Prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter the incidence of early
prepokes [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.04; p ⫽ 0.8394], nor was there a prenatal
treatment by SKF81297 interaction on this measure [F(3,79) ⫽ 0.42;
p ⫽ 0.7390]. In contrast, SKF81297 markedly decreased the rate of
this type of response [F(3,79) ⫽ 11.47; p ⫽ 0.0001], specifically at the
two higher doses (vehicle vs medium dose, p ⫽ 0.035; vehicle vs
high dose, p ⫽ 0.0001)
SKF81297 increased the rate of late prepokes [F(3,549) ⫽ 33.83;
p ⫽ 0.0001], specifically at the two higher doses (vehicle vs medium
dose, p ⫽ 0.0088; vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽ 0.0001). However,
prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter this measure [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.26;
p ⫽ 0.6158], nor was there an interaction of prenatal treatment and
SKF81297 dose [F(3,549) ⫽ 1.44; p ⫽ 0.2304].

Response latencies
Prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter the response latency on
correct trials [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.21; p ⫽ 0.6541], nor was there an interaction of prenatal treatment and SKF81297 dose on this measure
[F(3,78) ⫽ 1.36; p ⫽ 0.2603]. SKF81297 increased the average
response latency on correct trials [F(3,78) ⫽ 8.54; p ⫽ 0.0001], an
effect limited to the highest dose (vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽ 0.0001).
Prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter the response latency on
incorrect trials [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.62; p ⫽ 0.4398], nor was there an
interaction of prenatal treatment and SKF81297 dose on this
measure [F(3,78) ⫽ 0.36; p ⫽ 0.7797]. SKF81297 increased the
average response latency on incorrect trials [F(3,73) ⫽ 9.97; p ⫽
0.0001]. This increase in response latency was observed at each of
the three SKF81297 doses relative to controls: low ( p ⫽ 0.0134),
medium ( p ⫽ 0.0002), and high ( p ⫽ 0.0001).

Alcove latency

Figure 4. Effect of SKF81297 on response bias. Response bias was significantly affected by the SKF81297 dose ( p ⫽ 0.0345), an effect that was
driven, in part, by a borderline increase in bias produced by the two highest
doses relative to the vehicle dose (vehicle vs medium dose, p ⱕ 0.0703;
vehicle vs high dose; p ⱕ 0.0763). See Results for details.

Response bias
Response bias, the tendency to respond to the same port used on
the previous trial, was also analyzed. The dependent measure was
the percentage of trials in a session on which the rat responded to
the same port used in the previous trial, corrected for the baseline
response bias score for that session. This correction was needed
because (1) the magnitude of the response bias that would be
expected by chance is slightly affected by the pattern of correct
ports in a given session and (2) the raw response bias score is
correlated with performance level because of the constraint imposed on the number of times that a given port is correct on
successive trials.
There was a significant effect of SKF81297 dose on response bias
[F(3,2679) ⫽ 2.88; p ⫽ 0.0345], an effect apparently driven by an
increased bias seen at the two highest doses relative to the vehicle
(vehicle vs medium dose, p ⫽ 0.0703; vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽
0.0763) (see Fig. 4). In contrast, prenatal cocaine exposure did not
affect response bias [F(1,26) ⫽ 1.33; p ⫽ 0.2586], nor did this
measure exhibit a significant prenatal treatment by SKF81297
interaction [F(3,2679) ⫽ 1.99; p ⫽ 0.1138].

SKF81297 increased mean alcove latency [F(3,108) ⫽ 16.34; p ⫽
0.0001], specifically at the highest dose (vehicle vs high dose, p ⫽
0.0001). However, prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter mean
alcove latency [F(1,26) ⫽ 0.03; p ⫽ 0.8689], nor was there an
interaction of prenatal treatment and SKF81297 dose on this
measure [COC by SKF, F(3,108) ⫽ 0.11; p ⫽ 0.9554].

Nontrials
Prenatal cocaine exposure did not alter the nontrial rate [F(1,26) ⫽
0.16; p ⫽ 0.6944]. In addition, there was no effect of SKF81297 on
this measure [F(3,485) ⫽ 1.24; p ⫽ 0.2957], indicating that neither
the drug nor the prenatal treatment affected the motivation level on
this task. Finally, the interaction of prenatal treatment and
SKF81297 was not significant [F(3,485) ⫽ 0.16; p ⫽ 0.9216].

DISCUSSION
The results of the current study have important implications for the
role of DA alterations in the attentional dysfunction produced by
prenatal cocaine exposure and for the role of D1 DA activity in
normal behavior and cognition.
SKF81297 affected numerous dependent measures in this attention task. The drug decreased early prepokes and premature responses and increased latencies and response bias, a pattern that
reflects an effect of SKF81297 on DA systems responsible for
response initiation and selection (discussed below). The effects of
SKF81297 on these variables did not differ between treatment
groups, suggesting that the DA systems responsible for these functions are unaltered by prenatal cocaine exposure.
In addition, the analysis of omission errors revealed a significant
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interaction of SKF81297 and prenatal treatment, the critical finding considered indicative of an enduring effect of prenatal cocaine
exposure on DA systems. The finding that the statistical interaction
of SKF81297 and prenatal treatment was only seen for omission
errors, not for measures that appear to tap DA systems subserving
response initiation and selection, suggests that the omission error
effect was mediated by DA activity in a brain region(s) different
from that producing these former effects. One interpretation that
fits the pattern of findings is that this differential effect on omission
errors reflects a cocaine-induced alteration in mesocortical DA
projections underlying attention (for review, see Pennington, 1994;
Robbins et al., 1994; Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Arnsten,
1997), whereas the drug effects on response selection and initiation
are likely mediated by effects on striatal DA neurons (Brown and
Robbins, 1989a,b, 1991; Carli et al., 1989; Montgomery and Buchholz, 1991; Kermadi and Boussaoud, 1995; Robbins, 1997).
Thus, the pattern of results, overall, suggests that the differential
effect of SKF81297 on omission errors in the present study reflects
a lasting effect of prenatal cocaine exposure on the DA modulation
of attention. However, it should be noted that because this differential sensitivity to SKF81297 was seen on a measure tapping
sustained attention, but not on measures that tap selective attention
and distractibility (e.g., premature responses and inaccurate responses), these inferred DA changes are not likely to have relevance for the selective attention dysfunction that has been reported
for cocaine-exposed subjects (Romano and Harvey, 1996; Gabriel
and Taylor, 1998; Wilkens et al., 1998a,b; Garavan et al., 2000).
However, they are relevant for the sustained attention deficits that
have also been reported in studies of cocaine-exposed children
(Richardson et al., 1996) and animal models (Morgan et al., 1997).
For example, Richardson et al. (1996) reported that prenatal
cocaine-exposed children committed more omission errors than did
controls on the continuous performance test, a visual attention
task. Omission errors in this task, as in the present study, are
indicative of lapses in attention. Attentional lapses also seem to
contribute to the impaired performance of COC animals in a
sustained attention task in rats (Morgan et al., 1997). By identifying
the neural system likely to underlie this type of attentional dysfunction in cocaine-exposed subjects, the present results may aid in
identifying possible candidates for therapeutic intervention.
It may be noted that, in the current study, attentional effects of
prenatal cocaine exposure were only seen under the influence of
SKF81297, i.e., not in the nondrug state. However, previous findings from this same cohort of animals revealed that the COC
animals were significantly impaired relative to controls in terms of
both sustained and selective attention. Notably the impairment in
selective attention was observed in a distraction task that is almost
identical to that used in the present study (Morgan et al., 1997).
Another finding from this previous study may explain why attentional impairment was not seen in the COC animals in the present
study. Specifically, the magnitude of the selective attention impairment decreased with increasing experience on the task. This finding suggests that the COC animals, despite their attentional impairment, were eventually able to filter out these distracting cues
with extensive training with the same set of distracting cues. There
is every reason to believe, however, that the greater distractibility
of these COC animals would again become apparent if novel
distractors were presented or the animals were tested in a novel
task.
The pattern of drug effects on omission errors suggests an
increased sensitivity to SKF81297 in the cocaine-exposed animals.
Although the basis of this effect is not known, the most likely
underlying mechanism is a lasting effect of prenatal cocaine exposure on DA release. The available evidence from studies using
similar intravenous cocaine exposure regimens (cocaine dose and
route of administration) supports the hypothesis that prenatal
cocaine exposure increases the amount of DA released in response
to a stressor or a pharmacological challenge but does not alter basal
DA levels or release. Prenatal cocaine-exposed rabbits exhibited
enhanced release of DA in the caudate nucleus after an amphet-
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amine challenge, relative to controls, whereas basal DA levels were
unaffected (Du et al., 1999). Similarly, cocaine-exposed rats exhibited increased DA metabolic activity (as measured by the
DOPAC/DA ratio) relative to controls in ventral prefrontal cortex
(PFC) after a foot shock, whereas basal DA metabolic activity
levels were unaffected (Elsworth et al., 1999) (J. D. Elsworth,
personal communication). Further support that prenatal cocaine
exposure does not affect basal DA activity is provided by additional
findings from the rabbit model showing no change in basal tyrosine
hydroxylase immunoreactivity in cingulate cortex (Wang et al.,
1996) or in in vitro DA levels in cingulate cortex, frontal cortex, or
striatum (Wang et al., 1995a). Finally, in an in vitro slice system,
prenatal cocaine enhanced responsiveness of the presynaptic DA
autoreceptor in cingulate and frontal cortices but not in striatum
(Wang et al., 1995a). Enhanced autoreceptor sensitivity may represent a compensatory response to this putative stress-induced
increase in DA release (or vice versa), because these receptors
provide a negative-feedback system. In view of recent data suggesting that the testing on PFC-dependent tasks increases extracellular
DA in PFC (Watanabe et al., 1997), it is possible that the COC
animals in the present study experienced excessive DA activity in
PFC when tested on our attentional tasks, contributing to the
attentional impairment observed in previous tasks (Morgan et al.,
1997) discussed above.
An alternate hypothesis is that the increased sensitivity of the
COC animals to SKF81297 reflects an increased number or efficacy
of D1 receptors. However, this mechanism is unlikely on the basis
of previous findings that prenatal exposure to cocaine (1) did not
affect D1 mRNAs (DeBartolomeis et al., 1994) or receptor binding
in the striatum, nucleus accumbens, or ventral tegmental area
(Leslie et al., 1994) and (2) resulted in decreased D1 receptor
G-protein coupling in the striatum, anterior cingulate, and frontal
cortex (Wang et al., 1995b; Friedman et al., 1996; Levitt et al.,
1997). In fact, this latter finding of reduced D1 coupling in intravenous cocaine-exposed rabbits appears inconsistent with the
present findings. Future research is needed to determine whether
reduced D1 receptor G-protein coupling is also seen following the
particular cocaine exposure regimen used in the present study
(route, dose, and developmental period) and, if so, how this effect
can be reconciled with the present findings.
In view of the inconsistent findings concerning prenatal cocaine
effects on dopamine function, additional studies are needed to
clarify how the increased sensitivity to SKF81297’s attentional
effects arises at the receptor and/or intracellular level. DA interactions with other neurotransmitter systems may well be involved,
consistent with the suggestion of another study from our laboratory
that prenatal cocaine exposure increases sensitivity to the behavioral effects of ␣2 adrenergic receptor-modulated DA release
(Bayer et al., 1996).
The finding that COC animals are more sensitive than controls
to the attentional effects of SKF81297 has functional implications.
Because stress increases endogenous DA activity (Thierry et al.,
1976; Horger and Roth, 1996), individuals exposed to cocaine in
utero may be more vulnerable to the adverse effects of stress on
cognition. This hypothesis is consistent with the finding that
cocaine-exposed rats showed increased sensitivity to the impairing
effects of the pharmacological stressor FG-7142 on a PFCdependent cognitive task (Murphy et al., 1995). This hypothesized
effect of prenatal cocaine exposure on stress-induced attentional
impairment is also consistent with reports of an altered behavioral
and neurochemical response to stress in cocaine-exposed animals
(Bilitzke and Church, 1992; Goldstein et al., 1993; Wood et al.,
1993, 1994, 1995; Molina et al., 1994; Johns and Noonan, 1995;
Church and Tilak, 1996; Goodwin et al., 1997; Elsworth et al., 1999)
(J. D. Elsworth, personal communication).

Implications for the cognitive roles of dopaminergic
systems and D1 receptors
In addition to delineating the mechanism for prenatal cocaineinduced attentional dysfunction, several observed effects of
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SKF81297 clarify the role of D1 DA activity in specific cognitive
functions. The observed pattern of results supports the hypothesized role of DA in response initiation and selection. SKF81297
decreased premature responses and early prepokes and increased
response and alcove latencies, suggesting that the drug altered
response initiation, perhaps via activation of D1 receptors in the
striatum. This finding corresponds with the hypothesized role of
the mesostriatal DA system in behavioral activation and response
preparation (Carli et al., 1985, 1989; Pullman et al., 1988; Brown
and Robbins, 1989a,b, 1991; for review, see Robbins, 1997).
SKF81297 also increased response bias, suggesting that the drug
altered response selection. This finding is consistent with the
theory that striatal DA neurons participate in programming target
acquisition and the selection of responses from the repertoire of
available responses (Brown and Robbins, 1989a,b, 1991; Carli et
al., 1989; Montgomery and Buchholz, 1991; Kermadi and Boussaoud, 1995).
The attentional impairment produced by SKF81297, manifested
as an increase in omission errors, provides new evidence of the
hypothesized role of mesocortical DA in attention. This finding
corroborates the existing evidence that moderate DA activity in
prefrontal cortex is commensurate with optimal functioning of this
region, whereas both suboptimal and supraoptimal DA activity
impairs PFC-dependent functions such as working memory (Murphy et al., 1996; Arnsten, 1997; Zahrt et al., 1997). Granon et al.
(2000) proposed that an inverted U-shaped relationship also exists
between PFC DA activity and attention and provided support for
the ascending portion of the curve (i.e., attentional enhancement),
using PFC microinfusions of the partial D1 agonist SKF38393. The
present findings, using the full D1 agonist SKF81297, extend these
data by providing evidence of the downward side of the inverted
U-shaped curve (i.e., attentional impairment). Finally, the present
study, along with the report by Granon et al. (2000), provides
important new evidence of an attentional role for DA activity
specifically at the D1 receptor subtype. Although previous investigations have suggested that the D1 receptor subtype is most essential for PFC-dependent cognitive functions (Sawaguchi and
Goldman-Rakic, 1991, 1994; Arnsten et al., 1994; Williams and
Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Arnsten, 1997), nearly all evidence comes
from working memory, rather than attentional, tasks.

Summary
The current study demonstrated that prenatal cocaine exposure
produces enduring effects on the DA system underlying attention
but does not alter DA systems underlying response initiation and
selection. These lasting effects on DA activity may contribute to the
changes in attention and arousal regulation reported in both animals and children exposed to cocaine in utero.
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